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THE CLIENT
Arval UK Limited, part of BNP Paribas,
is one of Europe’s leading car leasing and
fleet management companies. They support
customers all of all sizes from large corporates
with thousands of vehicles such as Rolls Royce,
Vodaphone and EE to SMEs with just a
few vehicles.
We have worked with Arval for 3 years, on
a wide range of online and offline projects.
We deliver across all communication channels,
from enhancing their digital presence, to
designing their marketing collateral for
Roadshow events. As with all our clients, we
ensure we are totally familiar with their brand
so that all communications are in synergy.

For the many journeys in life
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FLEET TOOLBOX
To enhance Arval’s customer experience we
designed and developed a bespoke website
for Drivers and Fleet Managers.
The website offers industry and legislative
news and views, together with helpful guides.
To enhance user experience, relevant content
is served up depending on user type - driver
or fleet manager.
The design needed to work within the
Arval BNP Paribas Group brand guidelines,
and provides useful and insightful content
tailored to customers in an interesting and
dynamic way.
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FLEET TOOLBOX
Examples of guides and information
exclusively for Drivers.
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FLEET TOOLBOX
Examples of guides and information
exclusively for Fleet Managers.
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FLEET TOOLBOX
Walk-through video
To cross-market the Fleet Toolbox we
produced an engaging walk-through video.
This clearly demonstrates the abundance
of useful and informative content available
on the Fleet Toolbox, specifically tailored for
Fleet Managers and Drivers.
The video showcases the Fleet Toolbox on
numerous devices, which shows how it can be
viewed on various screen sizes.
The walk-through video can be viewed here
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FLEET TOOLBOX
AT A GLANCE
We were briefed to produce marketing
material to summarise the Fleet Toolbox’s
benefits. We needed to present the
summarised benefits in a quick and easily
digestible format, whilst retaining the key
message that the Fleet Toolbox offered a
wealth of useful and informative content. This
resulted in an attractive and fresh-designed
‘at a glance’ guide.

About Arval Fleet Toolbox

- AT A GLANCE

Toolbox is our one-stop destination full of practical information for fleet managers and drivers,
designed for your convenience, available around the clock and can be viewable on any device.

EXPERT VIEWS

Test drive it today

NEWS

Its easy, follow the link and

RESEARCH
PAPERS

login using: access3355.

It’s exclusive and free to Arval customers.

Take a tour now:

GUIDES

WHITE PAPERS

www.arvalfleettoolbox.co.uk
CASE STUDIES

Select fleet manager or driver
and dive straight into this
useful information.

CAR TAX
CALCULATOR

SEASONAL
INFO

VIDEOS
PRESS RELEASE

What’s in Toolbox?

BEST PRACTICE

Arval Fleet Toolbox is regularly updated with a range of interesting and useful
content, downloadable guides, videos and interactive tools, including:
Useful Guides from driving abroad to road safety
Latest news and views with details on new legislation
Videos from car reviews to van best practice

If you have any problems accessing Toolbox please contact your Arval Account Manager.

Case studies demonstrating fleet business practice
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eNEWSLETTERS
We produce Arval’s quarterly Fleet Driver
e-newsletter, including versions for their EE,
Rolls-Royce and Vodafone customers.
By showcasing the content available on the
Fleet Toolbox we position Arval as the ‘go to’
place for all things related to fleet driving.

View online

For the many journeys in life

SPRING NEWS AND VIEWS FOR DRIVERS

Finally, spring is on the horizon after a long wet winter where you may have felt as if you needed
a boat rather than a car or van for transport. Now the days are getting lighter and the spring
flowers are blooming, this means less time spent defrosting windscreens but what are the other
things to consider?

NEWS AND VIEWS FOR DRIVERS

DRIVER NEWSLETTER - Edition 3 2019

NEWS AND VIEWS FOR DRIVERS

Now we’ve reached the end of the Summer holidays and we’re travelling towards Autumn,
road traffic is starting to increase significantly. Shorter days and less travel-friendly weather
can also add to safety risks. So we’ve pulled together a useful list of ‘do’s and don’ts’ for both
cyclists and drivers to help keep all road users safe and sound; along with some tips for driving
in adverse weather.
Our new guide will help you reduce the likelihood of getting a fine while you’re out and about.
And, if you’re not sure what do if you’re involved in a collision or want to test how much you
know about motorway driving, you may be surprised to find you may not know it all.

SAFE DRIVING IN SPRING
Workplace safety charity, RoSPA has provided some spring driving ‘need to knows’
to help keep your journeys safe. Whether they be through the April showers,
avoiding leaping lambs and of course that lesser seen sunshine, with tips to avoid
glare you can find out more here:
Find out more here

We wanted to make the content as engaging
as possible so the viewer has an ‘at a glance’
overview of the topics, each having short
succinct text with links to the full article.

View online

View online

Spring maybe in the air and road conditions are improving but you still need to
make safety, whilst driving, a top priority. Take a look at our latest newsletter which
includes our Top Ten Road Safety Tips, what to do if you’re taking your vehicle abroad
this Easter, a 6 step process to returning your vehicle and lots more.

CHECK OUT OUR TOP 10 SAFETY TIPS

VODAFONE FLEET NEWS

To help you stay safe on the roads we’ve pulled together 10 helpful tips.
Read more

Why not join the Vodafone UK Fleet workplace page and be the first to find out the latest fleet news!
Click here to join

WHAT DOES THE BUDGET MEAN FOR DRIVERS
Chancellor Rishi Sunak’s first Budget revealed new company car tax bands until
April 2025, increased roads spending, an improved pothole repair fund and a host
of measures aimed at promoting the uptake of electric vehicles.
Check out the key stories here

DRIVER NEWSLETTER - Edition 1 2019

STAY SAFE ON THE ROADS THIS AUTUMN AND WINTER

EMERGENCY SIRENS

With the ‘Step up to our Streets’ safety campaign coming up in November, here’s a
reminder of the do’s and don’ts for cyclists and drivers when using the roads.

Click here

Find out more

Do you know what to do when driving if you hear an emergency vehicle siren?

TRAVELLING ABROAD THIS EASTER

IT’S NEVER FINE TO GET A FINE!

SWITCHING TO ELECTRIC, SAVING THE ENVIRONMENT AND TAX

Read more here

News covering the Government’s ban of petrol, diesel and now even hybrid vehicles
has been plentiful and many company car drivers are considering making the switch
to electric vehicles..

Request an overseas pack

CRASH COURSE - WHAT TO DO IF YOU HAVE A COLLISION
To help keep you safe and legal we’ve pulled together some handy tips to help
support you should you ever be involved in a collision.

Our current data shows that a significant number of new company vehicles ordered
are now electrified, this means they are either plug-in or self-charging hybrid, or
fully electric.
If you haven’t already gone electric or your friends or family are considering it,
you can find out more about personally leasing a greener vehicle here

If we leave the EU without a deal, you’ll not only need a VE103 for your
lease vehicle but you also might need an International Driving Permit (IDP).

There is an old saying that “ignorance is bliss!” But being ignorant about the rules of the
road could land you with a hefty fine and points on your licence. Don’t’ get caught out…

Read some handy hints and tips here

RETURNING YOUR VEHICLE
If you are approaching the end of your contact, check out the 6 key steps you’ll
follow to returning your vehicle.
Find out more

GET IN TOUCH
Vodafone Driver Helpdesk:

Email: vodafone@arval.co.uk or

TRAVELLING WITH YOUR DOG

Call: 0345 266 5002

Everything you need to know about travelling with you dog.

WE’RE HELPING THE NEXT GENERATION GEN UP ON HYDROGEN POWER
Hydrogen-powered vehicles are zero emission and emit water from their
tailpipe. To help increase awareness of them a number are on lease with our
fleet customers. We work with the Hydrogen Hub and we’ve recently joined the
Hydrogen Taskforce, to fast-track hydrogen energy projects.

Find out more

HOW “SMART” ARE YOU?

Test your knowledge! Do you know what the red X means on a Smart motorway?
Answers to this and much more here

AND FINALLY – THE SPEEDIEST WAY TO CHANGE YOUR TYRES

BLIND SPOT GUIDE
Arval’s guide to blind spots highlights the general rules before performing a
manoeuvre to keep you safe.

However, the next generation’s understanding of hydrogen vehicles is key to their
future – our free fuel-cell education fits within the Science GCSE curriculum and
in just one year it’s been downloaded more than 17,000 times to reach more than
200,000 students. Company vehicles of the future could be hydrogen powered.
Find out more link

DRIVING IN WIND AND RAIN

Read more

Driving in wet conditions can be hazardous as well as stressful and even experienced
drivers with local knowledge can be caught out during adverse weather. Get some
useful pointers about Safe driving in difficult weather.

LATEST DRIVER GUIDES

So F1 track pit crews definitely win the fastest tyre change, but with Arval the
quickest way to replace your tyres is by booking an appointment with our provider
ATS Euromaster – or a mobile technician can come direct to you.
Having your tyre size and registration plate at the ready, you can either book an
appointment online or call 0370 600 4499 to get a mobile technician to come to
you at a convenient time.
For more info on tyres need link to approved FAQs

Arval UK Ltd, Whitehill House, Windmill Hill, Swindon SN5 6PE. United Kingdom.
info@arval.co.uk

01793 887000

arval.co.uk

RETURNING YOUR
VEHICLE

CAR DAMAGE COST
MATRIX

TYRE
LABELLING

Read it here

Read it here

Read it here

View all guides

ONLINE SERVICE BOOKING

FUEL PRICES

CAR TAX CALCULATOR

Book on-line 24/7, for
a service, MOT or tyre
replacements here

Check out the latest
average monthly fuel
prices and help save
money here

Renewing your company car?
Take a look at how much tax
you’ll pay here

Arval UK Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Registration number 1073098. VAT number GB 417 7346 42.
Privacy Statement

Buy an IDP

THE LATEST
TOOLBOX GUIDES
FOR DRIVERS

View all guides

HOW TO AVOID
UNNECESSARY FINES

CAR DAMAGE
MATRIX

RETURNING YOUR
VEHICLE

Read it here

Read it here

Read it here

ONLINE SERVICE BOOKING
AVAILABLE 24/7
It’s quick and easy to book a
service, MOT or even order
replacement
tyres for
your vehicle
here

FUEL PRICES
Check out the latest
average monthly fuel
prices here

CAR TAX CALCULATOR
If you’re renewing your
company car, take a look
at how much tax you’ll
pay here

Always remember the four Vodafone Absolute Rules which specifically relate to driving:
WE ALWAYS
drive safely
and legally:
we always
wear a
seatbelt

WE ALWAYS
drive safely and
legally: we never
use a handheld
mobile device
when driving

WE ALWAYS
drive safely
and legally:
we always
obey the
speed limit

WE NEVER
work under
the influence
of alcohol

Arval UK Ltd, Whitehill House, Windmill Hill, Swindon SN5 6PE. United Kingdom.
info@arval.co.uk

01793 887000

arval.co.uk

Arval UK Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Registration number 1073098. VAT number GB 417 7346 42.
Privacy Statement
Arval UK Ltd, Whitehill House, Windmill Hill, Swindon SN5 6PE. United Kingdom.
info@arval.co.uk

01793 887000

arval.co.uk

Arval UK Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Registration number 1073098. VAT number GB 417 7346 42.
Privacy Statement
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FLEET TOOLBOX
We also produced email footers to promote the
Fleet Toolbox in Arval’s email communications.

ARVAL FLEET TOOLBOX
Toolbox is packed with essential information,
latest guides and tools for the journey ahead.
Check it out here
www.arvalfleettoolbox.co.uk
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CAR TAX CALCULATOR
Arval were looking for a complete redesign
and redevelopment of their car tax calculator.
With our in-depth familiarity with the Arval
brand, this synergy meant that every aspect
of the finished product met the brief and client
expectations successfully.
By focusing diligently on UX, we ensured
the user journey was attractive, clear and
straightforward, and that Arval’s key call
to action was achieved effectively.
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ALTERNATIVE
TECHNOLOGY
CALCULATOR
Having successfully worked on the Car Tax
Calculator, it gave us the experience to design
and develop the Alternative Technology
Calculator. The aim of this innovative tool
was to match customers’ driving styles with a
suitable fuel type car, whilst also catering for
the customers’ preference of a car based upon
the monetary cost or environmental benefits.
As part of the brief we built an API, making
the calculator available for other businesses,
including EDF.
By looking to the future and the advent of
alternative technologies, Arval is establishing
itself as an industry thought leader.
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ALTERNATIVE
TECHNOLOGY
CALCULATOR
To keep synergy with Arval’s branding,
and for consistency purposes, we reflected
the design of the Car Tax Calculator. The
design direction ensured we kept the pivotal
call-to-action paramount, the calculator
user-friendly and engaging and the user
journey clear and straightforward.
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ALTERNATIVE
TECHNOLOGY
We provided Arval with a multitude of ideas
of how to cross-promote the Alternative
Technology Calculator and have it sitting at the
hub of all communications around alternative
technologies.

ARVAL ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY

‘ALWAYS ON’ PROGRAMME
PR

ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY HUB

(SECTION ON WEBSITE OR DEDICATED WEBSITE)

THOUGHT
LEADERSHIP
PARTNERSHIP ACTIVITY

(OWNED CONTENT)
• EDITORIAL / BLOGS
• CAR REVIEWS (VIDEOS)
• INTERVIEWS
• CASE STUDIES
• SURVEYS / INFOGRAPHICS

ALTERNATIVE
TECHNOLOGY
CALCULATOR

THOUGHT
LEADERSHIP

(SHARED CONTENT)
• Industry research
• Reports
• Blogs / vlogs
• Social media
• Calculators
• Maps (eg charging points)

eNEWSLETTERS
View online

NEWS AND VIEWS
FOR DRIVERS
DRIVER NEWSLETTER - Edition 2 2018
This newsletter is full of driver-related news, information and tips. Check out details on
travelling abroad; calculate whether you’re safe to drive the morning after drinking the night
before, there’s information on returning your vehicle and much more.

EVENTS / ROADSHOWS
1

DIGITAL DISPLAY BANNERS

If this is the first time you’ve logged into Toolbox, don’t forget to use your
access code: access3355

WORLD CUP – MAKE SURE YOU’RE SAFE TO DRIVE?
With the World Cup just two weeks away, the Morning After campaign is
urging supporters to be aware of the risk of driving whilst over the limit the
morning after a match. It can take longer than you think for alcohol to pass
through the body, and you could be over the limit the morning after (it will
vary from person to person).
Check out the morning after calculator

Ximinvel explique qui niant, que occu
sti orporiate labore ratese experum
qui apic tenis dolupt te labore rates.
Try it out now!

ARE YOU REPLACING YOUR COMPANY CAR?
Here we look at how the new vehicle emissions tests might affect your
choice of new vehicle and Benefit in Kind tax payable.

ARE YOU TAKING YOUR VEHICLE ABROAD?
Are you taking your lease vehicle out of the UK for business or pleasure? If so,
you need the right paperwork in place, and it pays to plan in advance.
Request an overseas pack now!

SUMMER DRIVING TIPS
Higher temperatures, the glare of the sun and summer holidays can put
extra strain on you and your vehicle. Our top tips will help to take some of
the stress out of driving in the hot, sunny weather.

OUR LATEST TOOLBOX GUIDES

ALCOHOL AND DRIVING
Read it here

View all guides

BENEFIT IN KIND DRIVERS

DOGS IN CARS
Read it here

Read it here

ONLINE SERVICE BOOKING AVAILABLE 24/7
Our online system is quick and easy to use to book a service,
MOT or even order replacement tyres for your vehicle. Visit it here

Arval UK Ltd, Whitehill House, Windmill Hill, Swindon SN5 6PE. United Kingdom.
info@arval.co.uk

01793 887000

arval.co.uk

Arval UK Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Registration number 1073098. VAT number GB 417 7346 42.
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EVENT SUPPORT
Arval had a requirement for a roadshow toolkit
for use at their clients’ offices. The kit needed
to be flexible and portable as each venue would
be different in scale and opportunity.
In addition to the graphic displays, we delivered
staff livery, promotional goods and produced
desk drops to encourage staff to visit the Arval
stand during their breaks.

Pull up banners

Pop up stand

Feather flags

Branded mints

Branded T shirts

Branded gillets

Branded air freshener
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THE AGENCY
WHERE MINDS MEET

Bellman Strategic Marketing a full service, integrated, strategic marketing
communications agency. We have a broad skill base and focus on high service levels
and delivering solutions that work.
Our core strengths are strategic positioning, brand development, events and digital using the latest in leading-edge
technology including responsive design, interactive kiosks and touch screens. We have invested heavily in our digital
offering over the past 14 years and have a highly skilled and experienced team working on a wide range of digital
projects from websites, presentations and online advertising to emarketing, mobile, 3D modelling and interactive
infographics. We also offer SEO and social media consultancy and have in-house photographic and video capabilities,
including retouching and image library management.
We have a broad client base across many industry sectors including Financial Services, Manufacturing, Charities,
Travel, Pharmaceuticals and Retail many of these clients operating in a global or Pan-European market place.
For further information or to request further copies of this case study, please contact:
Ruth Stevens
01444 470903
07711 881603
r.stevens@bellman.co.uk

www.bellman.co.uk

